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Abstract. One major obstacle to developing precision medicine to its full potential
is the privacy concerns related to genomic-data sharing. Even though the academic
community has proposed many solutions to protect genomic privacy, these so far
have not been adopted in practice, mainly due to their impact on the data utility. We
introduce GenoShare, a framework that enables individual citizens to understand
and quantify the risks of revealing genome-related privacy-sensitive attributes (e.g.,
health status, kinship, physical traits) from sharing their genomic data with (potentially untrusted) third parties. GenoShare enables informed decision-making about
sharing exact genomic data, by jointly simulating genome-based inference attacks
and quantifying the risk stemming from a potential data disclosure.
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1. Introduction
The growing number of health data breaches [1] and the recent revelations about the use
of free genealogical databases for law enforcement purposes [2] are increasingly eroding
public trust in social media, genealogy websites (e.g., 23andMe and Ancestry.com) and
personalized medicine initiatives (e.g., the U.S. All of Us Research Program and the
U.K. 100,000 Genomes Project), worldwide. Guaranteeing individuals’ genetic privacy
is becoming a major challenge for those who want to encourage sharing of medical data
for research purposes and better personalized medicine. In response to this demand, the
computer security community has made a remarkable effort in providing solutions to
secure the storage [3], and the processing of genetic data [4,5,6,7,8]. Yet, the issue of trust
goes beyond the provision of secure storage and processing. It is also intimately related
to the question of control over what data is shared and what information it conveys. In
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Figure 1. High-level representation of the GenoShare framework.

this paper, we introduce GenoShare, the ﬁrst decision-support framework that provides
individuals with guidance at the time of deciding what data can be shared without risking
the undesired disclosure of sensitive information.

2. Methods
Let’s assume an individual wishes to share part of her genetic proﬁle with a public or
private third party in order to join a personalized medicine study or obtain some geneticrelated services, but she is concerned about her genetic privacy. Upon reception of a request for genetic data sharing, such an individual can use GenoShare to quantify the risk
of sensitive attribute disclosure associated to revealing those data. To this end, GenoShare
simulates the combination of inference attacks relevant to the privacy concerns of the individual (e.g., revealing the participation in a sensitive study, revealing undisclosed kinship, revealing predisposition to certain health conditions) and, based on the information
available to the adversary, measures the risk of a potential privacy breach. We consider
that a realistic adversary could have access to: (i) part of the individual’s genetic proﬁle
obtained in the past, (ii) the statistical regularities within the genetic population to which
the individual belongs (e.g., linkage disequilibrium, allele frequencies), (iii) the effectsize statistics of the genotype-phenotype association, (iv) the genetic proﬁles of the individual’s relatives who might have already joined the study, and the (v) aggregate statistics
from other studies in which the individual might have participated. GenoShare is a modular framework and enables different parameterizations (i.e., different levels of adversarial prior knowledge) and the instantiations of different inference attacks, according to the
data-sharing context (Fig. 1). Furthermore, GenoShare provides a mechanism, based on
the generation of synthetic genomes called avatars, to protect individuals’ genetic privacy from inferences stemming from decision to not release the requested data. Details
about the algorithms underpinning GenoShare are described in the extended version of
this paper [9].
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3. Results
To show how GenoShare can, in practice, support privacy-conscious decisions when
sharinggeneticdata,weimplementanoperationalprototypeinPythonwithaWebuser
interface.Weinstantiateitwiththreeofthemostimportantgenomics-orientedinference
attacksthatwere-adaptedtoworkonajointmannerandonadversarialpartialknowledge:thephenotypeinferenceattack,themembershipinferenceattackandthekinship
inferenceattack.Forourexperiments,weusedindividualgeneticproﬁlesfromthe1,000
GenomesProject[10]andconsidereddifferentdata-sharingusecaseswheretheadversary has access to an increasing amount of information about the targeted individual.
For example, for a given individual, GenoShare shows that revealing her genetic variantsrelatedtoschizophrenia(400variants)introducesariskofalmost100%ofleaking
thevalueofherpredispositiontobipolardisorderandherparticipationinastudywith
lessthan50people,andariskof60%ofleakingherkinshipwithaﬁrst-degreerelative
whomightbeknownbytheadversary.Detailsandﬁguresabouttheexperimentsrunto
validateGenoSharearedescribedintheextendedversionofthispaper[9].

4. Discussion
Academic solutions for privacy-preserving sharing of genetic data that provide formal
guaranteesofprivacy,suchasdifferentialprivacy,havemostlyfocusedondataperturbation(e.g.,differentialprivacy).Suchsolutions,however,havenotbeenadoptedbythe
medicalsectoras(i)theyareonlysuitableforprotectinggeneticprivacywhenaggregate
information is shared and (ii) they damage the utility of the data such that is then unusablebypractitioners.Asopposedtothesesolutions,GenoSharequantiﬁestheriskof
sensitiveattributedisclosurewhenindividualandexactgeneticdataisreleasedbyusing
novelmeaningfulsensitiveattribute-orientedmetricsandbyconsideringrealisticadversaries with limited and parametrizeable background knowledge. Finally, to the best of
ourknowledge,GenoShareisalsotheﬁrstframeworktojointlyconsiderrelevantattacks
ingenomicprivacyinpresenceofincompleteinformation.Therefore,itprovidesaprincipledanswertotheprivacyconcernsthataffectingthegenomiccommunity,andthusit
isaﬁrmstepforwardtoenabletheresponsibleandprivacy-respectinguseofgenomic
datainresearchandmedicalenvironments.
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